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Literature “must be the axe to crack open the frozen sea inside us,” 
wrote Franz Kafka in 1904, not quite two decades before Kahlil 
Gibran published The Prophet while living in New York City. By 
that time Gibran had spent the greater part of twenty-eight years 
in the United States, after arriving first in Boston at the age of 
twelve as a penniless immigrant from his native Lebanon (then 
part of Syria) in 1895. He had searched far and wide, reading Blake, 
the American transcendentalists, Nietzsche, the Belgian symbolist 
playwright Maeterlinck, the Persian polymath Avicenna, Plato, the 
Sufi mystics, and Christian, Jewish, and Muslim scripture to crack 
what was frozen inside of him. These texts sharpened his mind, 
but Gibran ultimately needed to wield the axe himself. And so The 
Prophet was born. 

It seems a deceptively simple book, but it contains radical 
insight. “Of what can I speak save of that which is even now moving 
in your souls?” Almustafa, the prophet invented by Gibran, asks 
the people of the fictional and timeless city of Orphalese. What can 
a book teach us that we cannot know ourselves? 

To recognize the profundity of this question, we must realize, 
first, that we are social creatures, formed to a great extent by our 
relations with others. At the same time, however, we are also 
individuals, possessing something of crucial importance, hidden 
in our souls. Ultimately, salvation from our worries and our 
wanderings can be found only within. Only by looking within can 
the self-deceptions that cripple our lives be undone. 

To detect this thing inside of us, which Blake called “poetic 
genius,” Whitman dubbed the “luminousness of real vision,” 
Dickinson “the Dark,” Freud the “unconscious,” Rilke “love,” 
and Gibran simply “life,” we must break through convention: our 
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general flight into social habits, religious and political doctrine, 
the comforting approval of others, and the various inherited 
truisms and clichés we take for wisdom. And even once we realize 
that something is “moving in our souls,” Gibran warns us, we tend 
to repress this insight by submitting to outside authorities to give it 
a name, a label, or a theory. By turning to religion or other people’s 
teachings, we are in fact dodging the challenge of taking charge of 
our own conditions, and thus of our freedom. 

But, and this is crucial, Gibran does not want to become, 
himself, yet another authority, does not want to be the author of 
yet another book that either lies on your shelf gathering dust or 
provides some means of self-escape. “What is word knowledge but 
a shadow of wordless knowledge?” he admonishes his readers. You 
must recognize that you yourself contain the answers, he writes, 
and stop looking elsewhere for salvation. 

“It is a flame spirit in you ever gathering more of itself/While 
you, heedless of its expansion, bewail the withering of your days.” 
Life grows and deepens with the experience of living, but we miss 
this because instead of living we look for external solutions that 
spell out life’s “meaning” while we fear the grave. The Prophet 
urges you to realize that real living means allowing life, like a 
flame, to consume itself by giving itself out. Which means not 
turning life into an abstraction to be thought about, improved, and 
transformed, but to let life run its course without halting it in an 
attempt to gain control. 

The Prophet hides the profundity of this message, its “that which 
is greater than wisdom” underneath relatively straightforward 
prose. But contained in phrases that address quotidian life, this 
is no ordinary teaching. Within its sweet and memorable phrases 
lies a fierce, unnerving observation. When all is said and done, 
Almustafa’s teaching amounts to a double imperative: stop 
deluding yourselves!...and embrace life as it is! 

About what do we delude ourselves? About virtually everything 
that courses through the passing moments of our everyday 
existence: our houses, our clothing, eating and drinking, the 
purpose of work, love, marriage, children, buying and selling, 
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the laws of the land, justice, freedom, pain and pleasure. Yes, 
sure, love is a jolting experience, like being suddenly grabbed and 
enfolded in the vast wings of some strange creature and ascending 
into a rarefied atmosphere. But can we also admit that there are 
slashing swords hidden in those pinions? Can we admit that love 
will “grind you to whiteness,” “thresh you to make you naked,” 
“crucify you!” Can we admit that love, as Gibran’s contemporary 
Rilke also insisted, means above all honoring and even sheltering 
your beloved’s solitude? And yet, love you must, for “Love has no 
other desire but to fulfill itself.” 

We all want to be free. But instead of living freely we strap 
ourselves even more tightly into a “new harness,” which we call the 
search for freedom. We all want to overthrow the despot, but we 
forget what Gibran considers an essential first step which is to first 
destroy “his throne erected within us,” which is the fascination, 
fear and loathing that gives every despot half his power. We must 
free ourselves from the longing for transcendence and for getting 
beyond our circumstances; even this longing is just another trap. 

This is the logic of The Prophet. Each of its brief sections, call 
them prose-poems, identifies a deeply embedded imperative. 
We can call these imperatives “truths”—for instance, the need 
for principles of social organization such as laws; the biological 
compulsion toward desire and pleasure that yields the creation of 
progeny; the unavoidable reality of physical and emotional pain. 
And perhaps even more basically, the need for shelter; the thirst 
for wisdom; the hunger for approval and self-esteem. But then, 
the text gives voice to our desire, really a form of self-deception, 
to behold only the lovely countenance of these human truths. It 
is here that we encounter, in the text, often innocent, even overly 
flowery, language. But it’s as if Gibran has laid out a trap—one 
that legions of academics have fallen into, even as millions of 
devoted readers have not. Might that language be only deceptively 
light, deceptively devoid of “seriousness”? Might it not ultimately 
unmask the hidden side of the imperative, the side that we hide 
from ourselves, the side of the truth that we disavow for fear that 
its recognition will tear asunder our finely wrought constructions 
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of value and meaning?
The Prophet does not offer a coherent worldview, but not because 

Gibran’s vision is too narrow, or lacks the philosopher’s penchant 
for logical precision. He resists the promises of established 
religion, even though he greatly admired them, because all 
organized religions seduce us with the promise of a transcendence 
that lies “beyond” our actual circumstances. And believing that 
a greater truth is hiding beyond our circumstances—in Heaven, 
politics, or the fully lived Present—leads us to dismiss experience. 
We must search for truth by plumbing our own depths: “For in 
revery [Gibran’s word for “epiphany”] you cannot rise above your 
achievements nor fall lower than your failures.” We must find 
salvation within our lives and not beyond. This means we must rid 
ourselves of our faith in institutions of learning and governance 
alike; we must distrust those who try to sell us “the truth.” We 
must find a truth within us, stepping out of ignorance to which we 
are blind into a state of realizing our own lack of knowledge. 

Gibran’s prophet Almustafa explains that a wise teacher “does 
not bid you enter the house of his wisdom, but rather leads you 
to the threshold of your own mind.” At this threshold, we have a 
choice to make. Either we choose to believe that the world can be 
united beneath a larger Truth or we acknowledge that life itself is 
riven into life and death, love and hatred, good and evil, day and 
night, and all of the states and shades between. And that no single 
Meaning pervades it. Here Almustafa imparts the hard lesson also 
discovered by Blake, Rilke, and though he feared and resisted his 
own insight, Freud. What could be more separate than life and 
death? Indeed, what could be more shrouded in mystery than 
death, and what could be more opposed to our effort to understand 
life? Almustafa wants us to see that death is unfolding minute by 
minute with every throb of life: 

You would know the secret of death.

But how shall you find it unless you seek it in the heart of 
life?...
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If you would indeed behold the spirit of death, open your 
heart wide unto the body of life. 

For life and death are one.

The search for meaning, truth, and happiness leads us, if we 
don’t shrink from it, through the heart of life, to the realization 
that life contains death. This realization, which all major religions 
hope to obscure by providing solace where none can be had, will 
not be made easier with anyone else’s teachings. We must reach 
the realization on our own that life is also loss. We must learn that 
any doctrine that promises access to the full present, by living 
completely in the moment, glosses over the fact that by plunging 
ever so briefly into time we are not grounded and at peace but 
bereft and lost. But it is this insight, when grasped honestly, that 
makes us most fully alive. Gibran has faith that we can reach this 
truth that life is change: “No man can reveal to you aught but that 
which already lies half asleep in the dawning of your knowledge.”

How to activate this truth slumbering within us? “Only as people 
are unsettled [...] is there any hope for them,” wrote Ralph Waldo 
Emerson, our Yankee sage who called poets our “liberating gods” 
and to whom Gibran is sometimes compared. Gibran unsettles us 
steadily and systematically throughout The Prophet. His system is 
to let the people of Orphalese, among but apart from whom the 
prophet lived for twelve years in exile, question him about basic 
facts of daily life. How can you conduct an honest business yet 
make a profit? How do you love without smothering or losing the 
other person? How do you raise children to become themselves 
yet let them also be yours? How do you live comfortably without 
becoming numb? How do you liberate yourself from convention 
without becoming a loner, a loser, one who is lost? No question is 
too basic for Almustafa, but Almustafa turns each question ever 
so slightly away from a reassuring response. Indeed, comfort is 
something to be careful of, not because hardship or suffering are 
inherently good, but because comfort enters our lives first “a guest, 
and then becomes a host, and then a master” that blocks instead of 
serves our needs.
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Gibran’s peculiar language is part of this strategy. If it strikes 
you as strange, this is because, like the language of all great fiction, 
it is strange. It blends the diction of Blake, the Romantic poets 
and America’s great stylists such as Emerson and Hawthorne with 
phrases from the Bible, shot through with echoes of the Arabic 
and French that Gibran acquired and studied as a young man. The 
resulting language is, frankly, inspired, resonant, and, in spite of 
some older turns of phrase, above all, new, strange. Yet to alienate 
us from conventional speech is part of Gibran’s project—to disrupt 
our expectations and make us see reality in a new way. He fights 
against the kind of daily speech that tends to frame our experiences 
in ready-made concepts that bury the slumbering truths inside us. 
Sometimes, however, a word actually touches on experience, and 
the resulting change in our perception is what we call poetry. 

Western academics’ tendency to disparage Gibran’s work, 
which includes some seventeen books in both English and Arabic, 
including highly celebrated texts in Arabic and his longest work 
in English, Jesus: Life of Man, should in fact speak to his worth. 
A lone review in the Chicago Post recognized The Prophet’s 
radicality in 1923: “If there is a man or woman who can read this 
book without a quiet acceptance of a great man’s philosophy […] 
that man or woman is indeed dead to life and truth.” To resist 
this book, the review intuits, means to resist yourself. And there 
is little more threatening to institutions of learning than to have 
people think for themselves. Yet, sadly, many critics, from the 
1920s to today, have failed to appreciate Gibran’s book. They have 
failed to see that he does not offer any shortcuts to transcendence. 
They miss the fact that The Prophet, like Friedrich Nietzsche’s Thus 
Spoke Zarathustra consistently undercuts its message to turn the 
responsibility for liberation back on its readers, and thus stays 
clear of becoming kitsch. They are threatened by Gibran’s critique 
of institutions of learning and “book knowledge,” and they miss 
the radical point that The Prophet encourages you to distrust the 
conventions and comforting illusions of society, and even question 
whether our most basic laws truly serve us to live better lives. 

Gibran intuited that his teachings would be controversial. He 
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wrote only a single line for a planned third part to The Prophet: 
“And he shall return to the City of Orphalese...and they shall stone 
him in the market-place, even unto death; and he shall call every 
stone a blessed name.” All new teachings are traumatic, and our 
resistance to stepping into our own freedom, which means taking 
charge of our conditions rather than looking for another authority 
to liberate, exonerate, or comfort us, is deep.

What is subversive about The Prophet is that it does not provide 
a substitute foundation once the principles by which we live have 
been exposed as false. Gibran leaves it to his readers to find her or 
his own truth. But this radical invitation to chart our own path, 
hoist our own sails rather than crawl under the deck of larger 
vessels, will lead to only one truth among many, and not to The 
Truth. “Say not, ‘I have found the truth,’ but rather, ‘I have found 
a truth.’” This brief sentence encompasses the ethical dimension 
of The Prophet. Seek and find your truth, but don’t impose it on 
others. Become a captain of your destiny, but don’t steer others 
onto the same path. The rather dispiriting final years of Gibran’s 
life (he died in 1931 at age 48) serve as a harsh reminder that no 
one can give us our freedom. Instead, recognize and respect that all 
other persons must find it for themselves. This counsel, for Gibran, 
leads not to relativism but to an awareness that through this search 
we are all deeply connected. This is the reason why The Prophet 
has remained so important for so many readers: they shared its 
insights with others not to reveal a single path but for someone else 
to activate them for themselves.

Ulrich Baer and Glenn Wallis
January 2019

New York City

This introduction is drawn from a conversation between Ulrich Baer and 
Glenn Wallis on the podcast “Think About It.” The full episode is available 
wherever podcasts are distributed or at www.ulrichbaer.com.




